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Circular
The office of the National Mission-ll, GSl, Nagpur is proposed to organif specialised
commodity wise training programmes through GSlTl, Hyderabad for the newly inducted

officers from other missions to Mission-ll projetcs for FS. 2Ot9-20. The specialised training
programmes for about L0 days each for various commodities will be conducted at different
places simultaneously during the period from 1't April to 30th June, 2019 in order to train the
newly inducted offiecrs to take up the mission-ll projects effectivety. The training
programmes are formulated only for the officers inducted from other missions and officers
who are already involved in Mission-ll projects need not to be nominated for the training. The

same was also communicated to the DDGs of State units/DDG &RMH-lls of the regions
*
thiough video conference on 1L.03.20L9 to submit the details of name of the officers along
with the commodity. However, the required information is not submitted by some of the stateunits due to various reason. lt is once again requested to submit the details immediately to
this office for finalization of the training programmes with GSlTl. All the ADG &lToDs, DDG &
RMH-lls of the regions are requested to co-ordinate with the DGGs of state units to submit
the details today 22.03.20L9 by 4.00pm and communication received afterwards will not be

entertained.
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